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POEMS

Death Planet

I've seen it

Mars man has made

The war scene

Mean scene

Bore me scene--

Do you know

What happens

When you shoot a man?

First the scream

That rings

Forever

In your dreams,

Then the blood smell

That lingers

A lifetime--

Must this go on

Oh man,

Have you

Not had

Your fill

Of horror?

1
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Some clanking metal medal

Major murderer

Symbol of courage

With an M-16,

Poison gas pistol,

Napalm

At omichydrogenneutron

Death. planet bomb--

Let him wrestle

Barehanded

With the lion,

Who would

His courage

Prove.
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Waiting

Waiting

For my

Husband

To come home

From his

Lover

Is like

Dying.

So I

Try

To explain--

I say,

"I had

This dream.

I dreamed

I was

A fairy princess

And you were

A handsome princeling,

My darling,

My lover,

My brother,

My opposite

But equal,
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My love

Come home

At last."

And then

He says,

"Oh yeah,

I am

All that

And more,

But baby

Here's the score,

This bad

Old witch

Whipped

A mean

Spell

On me

and turned

Me into

A frog

With really froggy

Appetites."

And he held out

This shining tube

Of simulated gold,
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Boldly whipped off

The top,

Swiftly screwed

The bottom

A turn

To push forward

The provocative

Oh La La Red

By Max Factor.

And he's got

Girlie magazines

For me

To look at

So I will

Get the picture.

And I do,

And I begin

To hate myself

And others,

Especially women.
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After Hearing

It rained real hard

The night I heard

Gwendolyn Brooks

Sing her poetry

In a voice

That echoed rhythms

Of ever-changing seasons

And melodies

Of winsome winds.

Like a true child

Of Earth and Sky

She sang,

Like a Titan of old

Her voice mixed

With the drumming

Of the rain

On the roof,

Was the beat

Of the rain

On the roof,

So that sometimes

It was like listening

To another language
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Almost remembered

Warm and safe.
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The Denial of Guile

Am not

Ashamed

Of my body,

In fact

I love it

As I love

The Earth,

The Moon,

The Star.

I feel

No need

To hide it,

To mortify it,

To humble pie it,

To Christianize. it,

Instead

I want

To deify and glorify it,

To dance till I die

To the great pain/joy of life.
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Pain

Too much pain

Clouds the brain

And takes away

The appetite

For life

It turns

From creation

With disgust

And lusts

For destruction.

Beware

Of animals

In great pain.
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For Eugene O'Neill

I looked into

The eyes

Of a man

And saw

The earth

A great green/brown iris

Floating in

A magnifying lens

Of air,

So I made him

My lover.

Another man

Showed me

The sea

In his

Blue/green eyes

And I made him

My high priest

And I lay down

In the sounding sea

And let

The sea man

Rock me down
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To the deepest sleep

Where we dreamed together

Of all that

Has Been,

Is,

Will Be.
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Big Money Pig Funny

It makes me sick

And sorry

To see

That square ring

Smoky light drifting

Sweaty faces shifting

Hitting, hitting, hitting--

Glistening biceps

Built

To take it

Heavyweight it

Mutilate it---

And the crowds

Of acolytes

Of the fight game--

Gruesomely gathered

Parodies

Of humanity--

Pigs

Slopping

Popcorn--

Pig eyes slitting

At the moving picture

Of pain.
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Wanderlust

Rocks at the side of the road,

Gall stones.

A man alone.

The unclean machine

Gashing through

The foul and pestilent

In search of buried pleasure.

Hand of man

Reaching for the radio.

And meanwhile she,

That fecund forest,

That stain of purple petal

On the greenbrown foreground,

Dreamed,

And danced,

And sang.

Hand of woman

Wandering through the undergrowth,
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Mother's Milk

She is a receiver,

Always open--

To pleasure, to pain.

Two pearls on a silver coin

Cast by an Incantationist.

A circle of garnets

Around mother of pearl

Sewn by a Sorcerer.

And the amber

And the sea shells

Strung by a Seer.

And hiding inside

The leopard-skin pouch,

Nestled in the nether fur,

Is the secret purple moonstone.

That's right tike

Your Mother's mauve,

On drugs,

Moon mad,

Bloody birth bath,

Wearing a crown of horns,

A black cat sleeping

Soon to rise
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And playfully

Put you in line.

Naughty boys

Better back down

And grovel

In the good

Sea gravy.

(And you thought she was always white.)
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The Black Cat

At home

The black cat sits

And licks herself bright

Quick pink tongue flicking,

While I light the seven candles

And cast a circle,

An immense world of delight.

At the office

A wood brown roach

Runs across my desk

And I wish.

For the black cat,

Who is not allowed

At the office

Because this is a man's world.

But I am a woman

Who loves a black cat.
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A Child's Song

So He

(This one and only

True Church Christian--

This boring drone.)

Said in his most

Obstreperous tone,

"Anything worth having

Requires pain

And hard work."

And she lipped laughingly,

"A child lives here.

You can tell by the toys.

Take these as signs,

Old Man.

A child lives here.

Just look at this litter

Of lace--

Brief bits of brassieres

Smoke thin silk stockings--

Believe if you can,

Old Man.

A child lives here.

She spends her days

Playing card games.
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She deals your cards,

Old Man--

The Tower,

Death,

And the Devil."
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The Hierophants

(Pills for all your ills,

Answers for every question,

Conditionally guaranteed.)

Pillosophers

Are straight thinkers,

In the beginning men

Who saw

Time as a line

And found God,

Only to lose

The Goddess,

Space, the eternal circle.
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Grandpa

Grandpa was a practical man.

He planted by the moon.

He saved his seed

For the fruitful time.

He fathered five children

And only one died

Before she was full grown.

During the depression

He worked

In a rock quarry

For fifty cents a day.

He never read any book

But the Bible.

He never trusted any woman.

He never cursed

Or drank a drop of liquor.

When I was a child,

I was his sweetie-pie.

He knew I was a woman

The day I married,

And he turned his face

From me.

I never saw him again.
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Her Prayer

Dear God,

Make me a man

So that I can write

Great poetry too-

I feel the call

So strong in me

Lord,

But the Voice

Is always

A woman's-

And so I am merely

Scribble Madlygal,

The drugged Sibyl

Raving,

While the people wait

for the priest

To misinterpret,

Because understanding

Is painful.
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Rose Cross

A cross

Is a bare

And ugly tree

Unless it is covered

With roses.

And so I met

A pretty man

In a meadow,

Between two roads,

And his sweet skin

Was so milk white fine

That I licked it like a kitten

And for six months' rhyme

I lapped up moonlight

Off that milk white skin,

And it was enough

To keep me alive

One cold winter.
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Desire

Sometimes

I feel

A curious longing

For Death

To steal in

My door

And stealthily stroke me

Into total passivity

Into a cold clean corpse,

And than I realize

It's just that

I want

To see you

Again.
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Patent Leather High Heel Shoe Poses

She simmered securely above the dull reach

of the floor,

Liberally littered with the libations

of the revelers,

And in my agony of adoration

I insinuated myself

into the conversation.

"Gimme a lick of that high heel, honey,

Lemme tongue the long hard plastic shaft

Of your cloven hoof, my little devil delight."

She turned abruptly away from me,

The leering beggar at the bar,

And stalked off on black patent widow stilettos.

(How I longed to burnish and band them

With my bright hair.)

So I called to old Theotormon the barkeep,

"My seester beeg star, gimme nother beer please,"

Connected with elegantly elongated Egyptian eyes,

Winked and waited dreamily for the next dance.
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Applications

I punish myself

In small ways

Every day,

I am my own torturer,

I do not want for one,

Applications

Are not

Being accepted.
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Three Apricots

I thought

How like a child

Seems this woman

Of the bountiful breast.

Please let me

Rest there.

I will lie like a child with you,

A you with child,

A reborn Mother Mary.

No altar white,

Clean and bright,

Bloodless,

Lifeless

Mary

For me-

I grow weary

Or worshipping only

The dead.

And she sprawled

Big and bold

Across the couch--

A valley stretched out

Between two mountains--
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And slowly ate

Three apricots,

While my mouth

Watered for one.
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Cradle Song

My first husband

Hated fish.

And I was a fish,

And She was a fish,

Rowena and I

Two little curved fish,

Rocking

In our ocean womb,

In the deep asleep

We sang dreamsongs

To Mystery Mother Moon.
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For Each Pearl a Thousand Tears

How is it

That you Who love to lie

With me

On my red hot

Bed of Blood

Will deny me

In public places

When painted faces

Encircle you

Like a bunch

Of plastic peonies.
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Lollygag

I love to do the Lollygag

It's the greatest dance around

And who cares if the origins are unknown--

Be bold

Let's roll

The universe

Into a big old ball--

Come on now, you mean old daddy

Shake me,

Wake me,

Make me.

I'll never disappoint you daddy.

Sweetly I'll be screaming,

I'll be shot white hot

And comely creaming

When we go Lollygagging down.
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Moon Maiden

Actually

The Goddess

Loves faggots too,

And even transvestites.

Especially this one

Pretty pubescent adolescent--

Red velvet dress

And pillbox hat to match,

Hair so gold,

Small sculptured nose,

And a blue eagle

Tattooed on a burgeoning bicep.

Pinked mouth pursed,

He falsettoly flipped me a quip,

But when I reached out to grab him

He flitted giggling away

In a flash of rhinestones,

And I sat

And softly

Moaned.
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Birthright

The old Woman

Was a Seer,

And so

She gifted

The wandering Magician

With a walnut,

And when he moved

The four brass hooks

It opened

Like a woman in orgasm

All around.

Inside

A tiny white woman whirled

With flashing black nocturnal eyes,

And the old Woman laughed

That she had brought the Magician

A Bride.

But the Magician

Was wise,

And called the little dancer

By her true name,

The Goddess.
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Then bitterness

Tightened the old Woman' s throat

As she recried,

"Not after the first night."

Women,

Run to your Moon Mother,

The Protectress of Mysteries,

For men hate your innocence

And call it a cherry

That they can devour

With one bite.
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Hidden Faces

I wondered who she was

As soon as she started undressing,

But she was so beautiful

And her face was like

A full moon,

So I watched quietly

As she drew the shining stiletto

From its silver sheath

And pushed the point,

Swiftly,

Into my right eye,

And then my left,

Tenderly wiped away

The blood tears

With softest silk

Until my face

Was white and waiting.

"Listen sweetie,"

Said the Goddess,

"This decidedly dramatic

Little demonstration

Is designed to teach

That even sacrifice
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Is another illusion

Of nature."

I could finally see.
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A Dream

I dreamed

A vaporish vampire lover

A sweet blood brother

Under a full Corn Moon

I lay in a pentagram,

Arms and legs spread wide,

And wailed for Vlad the Impaler.

Sirius descended,

King of the great gray wolves

Sprang snarling into the circle

Of my body.

A sudden scream arched me

Into the shape of a crescent moon

Glistening carmine sex thrust upward.

And then the demon metamorphosed

Into this hot number,

I mean the real thing

With a hot, hard,

Shiny when wet,

Lollipop of cock,

That made me sigh,

Cause a hard man

Is good to find.
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A Spectacular Cremation

A funeral wagon on fire

Flamed down the street.

It was the most

Spectacular cremation

On record,

The red licking flames

Quickly digested

The corpse,

And the long, slick black

Cadillac hearse,

Driven by remote control

And some obscure mortician.
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A Woman Hater

I once knew a painter

Who wrote poetry

With the tip of her clit

(But it had to be hard),

And she would use

The moon blood for ink,

And I loved her.

But then one day

She showed these poems

To the wife

Of her lover

In a roomful

Of open flower faces,

Of sweet smoke

Lighted by the fires

Of friendship

And good faith,

And always after that

These poems

Have left a bad taste.
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The Merry Widow

I have been

The Bride of Death

Through. many

Winter moons.

I have thrilled

To his name

Sung by

The north wind.

I have wandered

With him,

And seen

Bare tree branches

Like old lace

Against a fading sky,

We have walked

Naked,

Never touching,

White feet on white snow,

And listened together

To silence.

I have felt

The quick keen cold

Pierce my white heart,

And it felt right.
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But lately

I feel

Only numb,

And begin

To secretly long

For a southern wind

To inflame my heart

To scarlet again.
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Sin Eater

Sometimes

I want to be

A big black buzzard

With a small red head

Swinging down in ecstasy

To feast on death.

I want to cry

From a bird's shrill throat.

I want to die

And be reborn

With long black wings.
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Visions

I have watched

Through three unbornings.

All of my children

Die not,

Neither do they live.

A black cat

Brought me a bird

For strength,

And it was

Bright wet blood drops

On the thick gray porch paint.

A magician

Brought me a crystal

For vision,

And it was

Spring green grass

Around a cool blue pool.

I know that I

Will use my gifts

Wisely.
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City of the Angels

In L.A.

Eight-years-olds

Kill each other

Over and over

Graffiti scrawled fences,

Territorial rights

Reserved for those

Who are willing to die,

Because there are

Too many of us,

In the great machine age.
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The Divorce

Today

A black rose

Grows in my heart.

I feel the roots

Sink deep

Into soft tissue

To drink dark blood.

I sit still

And wait

For the man

Who will pluck it

With a cold clear laugh.
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Inspired by Dianne

Like a child

She plays away

The days,

And her dresses

Are covered

With moon flowers,

Monstrous white moon flowers,

And their scent

Fills the air

Where she walks.

She is the Virgin.

She is loved by many.

She belongs to no man.
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Teach the Children Well

Domination,

(Everyone can play)

Players

Scramble

To gain

Complete

Control--

Stay on top

Of your

Opponent

By keeping

Your pawns

On top

Of his --
Age ten

To adult.
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Wonder Man

So you

Make love

To me--

So have other men

Who have also

Betrayed me,

With other women

With brutal beatings

With public insults

And private tortures.

So you

Make love

To me

And think

That

Should be

Enough.,

But I

Have suffered much

And am afraid

And need gentleness

To build my trust

After the ungentle hands.
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So you

Make love

To me

Somewhat

Grudgingly

Giving your

Precious penis

(Your rod

And your staff

From which I

Am to derive

Much comfort. )

To this

Undeserving

Cunt

And wonder why

It isn't enough.
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Thinking of You

Today

The wind

Blows out

My candles

And I

Relight

Them

And

The wind

Blows out

My candles.

I could

Close

The window

But today

I would rather

Fight

With the wind.
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Dear Husbands

Our men

Grew up

With women

That shimmered

On the slick pages

Of Playboy,

And others

Like it.

Our men

Grew up

Surreptitiously

Stroking their pee-pees

In dark corners,

Behind locked doors,

While looking

At Hollywood harpies.

Our men

Grew up

To order

Plastic sex dolls

Filled with foam

Complete
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With electrical

Pulsating

Vaginas.
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Grandma

Grandma,

She liked rhinestones,

Bright white flashes

To dazzle and delight

Her eyes,

And I

Would bring them to her

And her bird bright eyes

Would glimmer,

And she would coo,

"Them's purty,

Ain't they hon.

I'll wear them

To church."

And then

I would help her

To put them on

And she would stroke them

And smile-

And my eyes too

Would catch the bright promise

And I too would fly feather light
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Over some gem bright world

Of emerald trees

Opal streams

Diamond and ruby roses.

And we would giggle

Like young girls

Sitting on the big feather bed

And burrow deeper

Into the old jewelry box.
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Taking Her Bath

One of the great good joys

One of the bright beautiful sights

Of life

Is

A Woman

Taking her bath

In solitude

In candlelight

In a warm spring evening

In a sprinkling of red and white rose petals

In secret

Warm water

Exaltation.

Of feet,

Intrepid seekers

Fine Followers.

Of legs,

Rich in line length

Scissor striders

Man riders.

Of sex,

Rising roundly upward

From the delicate delta
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Of between the legs

Is the womb

To worship

Holy temple

Sacred chalice

Thing of joy and sadness

Beyond all that,

The central mystery.

Of breasts,

That love the touch

Of tongue and teeth

Of wind and rain

Of child and man.

Of arms,

Reachers

Embracers.

Of hands,

Finders

Makers.

Of neck,

Rising stemlike

To the height
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Of face,

The flower

Of expression.
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Significant Savings

Bring yourself back to life,

Any flavor,

Or larger,

Plain or fancy,

Any size.

Significant savings.

Unconditional guarantee.

New, improved

Pain reliever

To help

If you have

Problems . .

Special entry form and order card

One Dragon Street

In special places inside.

Deep penetrating.
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Hello Goodbye

So there I was

Serpent struck

By lust

On the streets

Of London

Bitten to the heart

By the Goddess's command

By another man.

(The blood dripped

Slowly from the

Fast thrust of the fangs.)

And then

I knew

Desire

I was

Desire--

The Goddess

Venus

Kama

Aphrodite,

And my body became

One round glowing

Pool of pleasure
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For that old snake

To swim himself in

So I swam

Drunkenly into

The Labyrinth Hotel

And followed that man

In a spiral dance

In a widening gyre

To a room

Where dream

And reality

Merged for a moment,

And I was a phoenix

Flaming free

And rising alive

From my own ashes.

It was much later

That he wanted

To know why

It was so hard

For me

To say

Goodbye.
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A Fixed Vision

The first time

I saw Sandy

She was smiling brightly

She was shimmering goldly

On the bright white beach

Of a tropically inclined island

Her sylphic body slick

With sweet sun warm

Coconut oil

The scent of her

Came to me clean

On a

Salt blue ocean breeze.

The second time

I saw Sandy

She was smiling very brightly

She was autographing posters

Vivaciously

For drunken college boys

Who were wild about her

Because she was

The Playmate of the Month

Unfolding out of the centerfold

Of a nationally circulated publication
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Devoted to profit

Great God of the Underworld.

The third time

I saw Sandy

She was smiling too brightly

She was partying down too jively

With fat old company execs

In her company-paid apartment

On the ninth floor of the Hilton,

And it was there I realized

That her bright smile

Had a fixed price,

Cocaine

For a stiff

Upper lip

And the sweet escape

Sometimes

Of total

Oblivion.
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When I Dance

When I dance

It ain't no lie--

It's a sweet swing

It's a cool thing.

When I dance

I make grown men cry

I make young men sigh--

It's a moon dance

It's a true trance.

And they cry

One more time.
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A Crystal Palace

So he noticed things

About her,

That she could change shape

Shape changer

The Child

The Queen of Swords

The Serpent,

That her movements

Were oddly secretive,

Ritualistic,

That she was fragile

Like a crystal palace,

Delicately balanced

Like a crystal palace,

But even though

He noticed these things

le still

Would try

To tip

The scales,

Throw the

Occasional

Stone.
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He/She

He was tired,

He wanted his mummy,

He didn't want to do it anymore

He had had enough

He had more important things to do,

A world to run,

She was a real bitch

She was never satisfied

She made his winky hurt,

But She,

A blue-eyed tigress

Stalked on through

The pink rain forest

On the hot scent of lust.
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A Thank You Note

One day my

Exhusband

Came by

To tell me

He loved

Another,

And he used

The first

Person

Plural

Pronoun

We,

Anyway

He came

To tell me

That he loved

Another,

But

That he

Still really wanted

To keep bucking me,

And I began

To pound
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My head

Against

The wooden

Arm

Of the chair

I was sitting in

And I

Had never known

Such joy

In pain

Before

That moment

Each time

My head

Collided

With the wood

The pain inside

Was matched

Was equalized

By the pain outside,

And that

Horrible

Killing

Inside pain

That invisible monster

Lurking in the depths
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Was made manifest,

Real,

At last

A pain

That I

Could share

With my

Darling

Who had come

To tell me

That he loved

Another.
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Sometimes Someone

Sometimes

I see

In some

Faraway

Tomorrow

Someone

Reading my writings

And then

I burst

Into a great bubble

Of laughter

At the

Puckered frown of perplexity

That lines her brow.
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Untitled

Oh happy moonface

Your smile delights me, and I

Long to share the joke.
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The Mirror

Razor blade resting

Cool on the glass pond,

A sneeze

Like a white bird

Blown windway,

Scattered white powder--

To the Goddess--

Rep iled.

She replied

With smokerings

When her father told her

That her grandfather saw

A white smoke

Float from Her body

When She died.

How confusingly

Musingly

I traipse

From trail

To trail

A child

Following Voices.
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Easter Confession

Let's hand in hand it through

Muffled confessional tones.

"Forgive me Father for I have sinned."

Then

A sound that is like

Icy wind fingers

Scratching at dried leaves.

I have run after myself

In eye mirror images

Set in laughing faces

Like opals in gold

And have seen there

The death of my soul.

"Hail Mary full of grace, the Lord is with thee,"

I have thrown pearls before swine

I have died and resurrected

Died and resurrected

Died and resurrected,

"Blessed art thou amongst women and blessed is the fruit of

thy womb Jesus."
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I have lived a lie.

"Holy Mary, mother of God, pray for us sinners now and at

the hour of our death."

I have run from truth..

"Amen. "



AFTERWORD

It is my view--as well as the view of such notables as

Sir James Frazier, Robert Graves, Virginia Woolf, Anais Nin,

and Judy Chicago, to name a few--that history has, through

the power of omission, helped to keep women in a subservient

position and, further, that this was a purposeful and pre-

meditated act which has had specific, negative consequences

for both sexes.

Instead of trying to understand and appreciate the

differences in the experience of being female as opposed to

the experience of being male, men have, at least partially

out of fear of the unknown, denied that these differences

exist, except on the physical level. Women have been rele-

gated to the role of inferior men. History has proven, again

and again, that human beings who are treated as inferior will

learn to hate their oppressors just as the oppressors must

hate them. Since men have treated women as inferior for so

long, a great deal of enmity has arisen between the sexes.

Women in general have not openly rebelled, although many

individual women have refused to accept their inferiority--

women like George Sand, Marie Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun, Eleanor

of Aquitaine, Lou Andreas-Salome, and Susan B. Anthony.

Women have not openly rebelled against the myth of male

73
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superiority partly out of fear that the myth. is true, which

promotes in women a lack of confidence in their ability to

compete with men successfully. After all, it is difficult

for women, who have been treated like children for many cen-

turies, to suddenly and loudly declare their independence

from men. Like Nora in Ibsen's A Doll's House, women feel

afraid to make that change, to take that responsibility,

although many modern women are finding the courage they

need, as Nora finally did, in order to make some attempt

to equalize the status between the sexes.

The enmity between the sexes is heightened by the fact

that they are impelled by procreational instincts to enter

into physical/emotional relationships; in fact, men hate

that which they desire. This age-old dilemma will only be

solved when men learn to live without women or to accept

women's differences without condescension or condemnation.

Another effect that misogynic cultures have had on

women is no less negative than the battle of the sexes, al-

though it is less frequently discussed. In teaching women

that they are inferior, society has raised barriers between

women. Women have been taught to put men first, to prize

their opinion, friendship, and love more than women's. Be-

cause women have learned to mistrust each other, achieving

any kind of solidarity which would produce a community of

interests, objectives, and standards has been extremely
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difficult if not, at times, impossible. Further, the under-

mining of women's solidarity has helped to keep women in

check, to keep them from revolting against male domination.

My poetry is about being a woman. More specifically,

it is about being a woman in contemporary American society,

which is definitely male-dominated. Im my poetry, I explore

my position in such a world in order to put it into perspec-

tive--in my case, an aesthetic perspective. This exploration

led me to write poems such as "The Black Cat," "Her Prayer,"

"Wanderlust," "He/She," "Dear Husbands," and "Birthright."

One of my concerns as a poet is to communicate to women

that there is an alternative to strictly patriarchal reli-

gions. Through my poetry, I investigate and recreate a

religion in which the feminine and masculine principles are

equally celebrated. I found this equality of worship a re-

freshing change from Christianity, the religion in which I

was raised, albeit in a haphazard fashion. The Christian

religion has been strictly patriarchal since around 500 A.D.,

by which time a corpus of written statements concerning what

is orthodox had been compiled. Christianity, by setting up

a trinity that excludes the feminine and making the scrip-

tural founder of the universe a father who gives birth to

the worlds without a mother, has declared that women are not

essential to the workings of the world. Although Mary has

been highly regarded as the woman who won such favor with
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god that she was allowed to be the earthly mother of Jesus,

she was never worshipped as a goddess in her own right.

Christians propagate the idea that women are given to

men, like the animals and plants of the earth, to use for

the greater glory of a male god. Women's function is to

serve men, and men's function is to serve god; women are

considered unfit spiritually and intellectually to have

direct contact with the deity and must depend on men as

intermediaries. As a woman, I find these ideas quite dis-

tasteful; therefore, in my poetry, I encourage women to

search for a new religion, one that, in my experience,

comes from within. I believe that women need a religion

that will encourage and ennoble them. Women should worship

women as well as men, goddesses as well as gods, in order

that they might better understand and appreciate the great-

ness of other women and themselves. Perhaps the biggest

weakness of the women's movement today is that it seeks

equality for women without providing them with any spiritual

basis for this equality. It is my firmly-held opinion that

women's spirits must be freed along with their minds and

bodies, or they will remain slaves forever.

In "The Hierophants" I specifically allude to the god-

dess as space and the god as time. I believe that the mani-

festation of the goddess as grandmother is infinite form

because this is how I perceive her. Poems like "Mother's
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Milk" and "A Child's Song" are attempts to further delineate

characteristics of my experience of the goddess. In these

two poems I am expressing my understanding of the goddess

as mother, who appears to me as the earth. Three other

poems, "Hidden Faces,""Cradle Song," and "Birthright,"

are attempts to explain that manifestation of the goddess

which I call the virgin, who is, for me, the moon. Al-

though I am using the appellations mother and grandmother

in a rather traditional sense, I am not doing so with the

designation virgin. After all, virgo intacta was not a

state particularly pleasing to the great virgin goddesses

like Ishtar, who were always associated with a lover, or

rather a series of lovers, divine yet mortal, with whom

they mated year by year in order to propagate the plants

and animals of the earth. In imitation of the goddess women

in Cyprus, Babylon, Syria, Greece, and Armenia regularly

gave themselves up to strangers and dedicated the wages

earned by this sanctified harlotry to the goddess. A vir-

gin forest is certainly not a barren one, but it is unex-

ploited, not controlled by man. I use virgin to signify

the goddess without a fixed consort, a woman who belongs

to no man.

The images in all of the poems about my experience

of the goddess are a mixture of personal symbols from

my experience and the experience of ancient mother
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worshippers, particularly those involved in Wicca, Witch-

craft, or Craft of the Wise. The particular sect or de-

nomination of the Craft with which I am involved is the

Dianic. The formalized adoption of the term "Dianic" had

its origin in the 1930s in connection with the writings of

the eminent English anthropologist Margaret Murray. In

The Witch Cult in Western Europe, written in that decade,

she referred to the Witch religion of Europe as "the

Dianic Cult." Although the term "Dianic" was only taken

as a title in the 1930s, there is evidence to prove that

related forms of goddess worship extend back to the Paleo-

lithic period and to virtually every culture upon this

planet. The so-called "venus figures" attest to this

fact.

Thanks to Christian propaganda, many think that Satan-

ism and Witchcraft are synonymous terms, but they are not.

Satanism is the illegitimate child of the Judeo-Christian

ethic with its black-white, all-good or all-evil theology.

In fact, both Christians and Satanists believe in the real-

ity and power of the devil; the only distinction is that

Christians fear and hate the devil while Satanists regard

him as an ally and worship him. Witches do not even acknow-

ledge the existence of a devil; the concept of a wholly

evil force of godlike proportions is alien to them. The

men and women who follow what they call the Old Religion,
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or Witchcraft, although widely diverse as to sects, have

three major beliefs in common: the cyclic nature of reality,

the powers of magic, and the worship of the principle of

a female deity representing the creative element in nature.

"An it harm none do what thou wilt" is the sole law of

Wicca.

I am also concerned in my poetry with women's relation-

ship to art, notably to poetry. I believe that the generali-

zation can be made that women tend to be lyric in their ap-

proach to art, while men tend to be epic. Sappho, who was

called the poetess of the ancient world, was a master of

lyric poetry, while Homer, the poet of the ancient world,

was epic in his approach to art. Women artists are still,

in my opinion, concerned with communicating their individual,

personal lives, while male artists tend to be concerned with

recounting the deeds of invented characters with as much

objectivity as possible. Modern women poets like Gwendolyn

Brooks, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Kathleen Raine, May Swen-

son, Ruth Stone, Muriel Rukeyser, and Hilda Doolittle

have carried on Sappho's lyric tradition. That is not to

say that all female artists are feminine in their approach

to art, or that all men are masculine in their approach, but

that there are differences in the two approaches. It is

interesting to note in this regard that men have dominated

the lyric as well as the epic form. Shakespeare, Spenser,
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Dryden, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Keats, and many other men

used the lyric form with great success. Women can, con-

versely, be masculine in their approach. Perhaps this ex-

plains why T. S. Eliot, who looks at poetry from a very

masculine point of view, could appreciate the work of a

woman like Marianne Moore but not the poetry of a woman

like Edna St. Vincent Millay. Perhaps it also explains

why the carefully structured work of Virginia Woolf is

thought to be great and Anais Nin and Colette are merely

cult figures.

My poetry tends to be very lyric, thus, in my view,

very feminine. I concentrate on revealing my subjective

view of reality; I am the leading character in my poetry,

and the beliefs, feelings, and ideas that I express in

it are my own, not those of some invented character.

In "Grandpa" I try to deal with rejection by the father

figure, a rejection many women have felt and some have

written about, notably Sylvia Plath and Anais Nin.

Divorce is a trauma that many American women face

today. "Desire" is an attempt to help women understand that

the desire for death that often accompanies divorce is one

that many women feel and one that will pass just as their

desire for their ex-husband will pass. In the poem called

"'The Divorce" I portray a later stage in my feelings about

my divorce; by the time I wrote this poem I had begun to
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desire, not death, but rebirth. This desire for an emo-

tional rebirth is further explained and embroidered in "The

Merry Widow."

Being a single woman in America today sometimes feels

like being a slave looking for a master. I wrote "Applica-

tions" in order to give myself the strength to deny these

feelings. "Dear Husbands" is an attempt to illustrate, for

myself and other women who have had similar experiences,

that our lovers make us feel like sex toys by avidly pur-

chasing and perusing magazines like Playboy. "The Black

Cat" is about women's relation to the business world. "For

Each Pearl a Thousand Tears" illustrates my power to deal

with male betrayal, while "A Woman Hater" shows how I

overcome my anger at a female's betrayal.

I believe that women come closer to death while living

than men because they give birth. I try to explain this

belief in "Sin Eater," "A Spectacular Cremation," and "City

of the Angels."

A problematic aspect of the relation of women and art

is that women have been denied the role of the artist in

the past; thus women artists have no prototypes. Not only

do women artists suffer from this lacuna, but women in

general are denied access to the feelings and ideas of

other women. Reading the poetry of Homer, Sophocles,

Euripides, and Aeschylus gives men and women insight into
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what men of the ancient Greek world thought and felt. This

poetry consequently gives men a basis for understanding

themselves as well as a means of validating their ideas and

emotions. Sappho's few surviving fragments give women lit-

tle room for such validation. In fact, it is only recently,

historically speaking, that women have been accepted as

artists. Women have been denied the forum of art; this has

helped to preclude the possibility of women's solidarity.

The fact that women do not know what other women think and

feel has led them to fear and mistrust each other. Perhaps

this is one of the underlying causes for the burning of

Sappho's books by order of Pope Gregory VIII. Perhaps this

is why, still today, Dante is highly respected and studied

while few have read, or even heard of, Hadewijch, one of

the greatest names in medieval Dutch literature, or Marie

de France, one of the greatest woman poets of medieval Europe.

Perhaps this is why the names Renoir and Monet have such a

familiar ring to many, while the names Mary Cassatt and

Berthe Morisot are less commonly known. In the poem called

"Her Prayer" I cry out against the injustice that is done

to women's art in general.

Because women are the object of men's sexual desires,

women and sex are one in the minds of many men; thus as

women are degraded, sex is degraded and becomes something

dirty or obscene. I try to encourage women to celebrate
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sex openly, joyously, shamelessly. This is what "Rose

Cross," "Lollygag," "Patent Leather High Heel Shoe Poses,"

"Moon Maiden," and "A Dream" are about.

As a woman poet, I am also concerned with using the

technical tools of poetry in a manner that conforms with

my feminine perception. Subjective or lyric poetry tends,

in general, to be more melodic than poetry that is epic in

intent. One way melody can be achieved is by the repeti-

tion of sounds--alliteration, for example. Sometimes the

sound is repeated only once as in "plastic peonies,"

"lipped laughingly," and "comely creaming"; however, more

extended repetitions are also used as in "brief bits of

brassieres," "smoke thin silk stockings," and "Mystery

Mother Moon." A more subtle use of alliteration, moving

across two lines, is found in "my first husband / Hated

fish." I also make extensive use of rhyme, both internal

and end, in order to further promote melody. Phrases like

"'greenbrown foreground" and "Heavyweight it / Mutilate it"

are examples of internal rhyme, while poems like "Rose

Cross" and "Big Money Pig Funny" exhibit end rhyme. I also

repeat words and phrases as a further melodic effect in

poems such as "A Child's Song" and "Dear Husbands." I

have rejected the traditional lyric forms, like the sonnet,

as being too constricted to use in describing my experiences

as a twentieth-century American woman.
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I have been influenced by the work of many writers,

notably Sappho, Blake, Baudelaire, Eliot, Nabokov, Gewndo-

lyn Brooks, Anais Nin, and Colette, all of whom I have

alluded to directly in my poetry. Art cannot exist in a

vacuum, but must be nourished by tradition. I feel strongly

that women writers can and should play an ever-increasing

role in contributing to that tradition.


